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Locational Information and Survey Conditions
County: Marion

Quadrangle: Centralia West (1970)

Project Type/Title: Phase II National Register of Historic Places evaluation of the Glenridge
(Marion County Coal Corporation) Mine.
Responsible Federal/State Agencies: IDNR (Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Division)
Legal Location:
NW¼, NE¼, NE¼;
NE¼, NW¼, NE¼,
Section 31
Township 2 North, Range 1 East of 3 rd P.M.
Junction City
Marion County
Illinois
UTM:

427153 North

314614 East

Natural Division: 9b; Mt. Vernon Hill Country Section (b); Southern Till Plain Division (9)
(Schwegman 1973).
Project Description: The project consisted of a Phase II National Register of Historic Places
evaluation of the Glenridge Mine, an abandoned coal mining property that was operation
between 1908 and 1964. The purpose of the project was to evaluate the standing
structures and above-grade foundation remains associated with the mine prior to the
commencement of reclamation work on the property. One subject of particular focus was
a massive concrete ice house at the site. The proposed reclamation activity will primarily
involve the demolition of the ice house, the removal of other above-grade portions of
foundations, and the filling or sealing of any visible or otherwise known shafts (i.e., mine
entries, air shafts, wells, etc.) and pits (IDNR 2006).
Topography: The project area is located on an upland ridge on the southern edge of Junction
City, Illinois. The terrain is level and open. An unnamed intermittent drainage leading to
Crooked Creek borders the eastern edge of the project area. On the west, it is bordered
by Madison Avenue, the main north-south thoroughfare in Junction City. An active
industrial property lies directly to the south of the project area, while a former concrete
plant lies to the north.
Soils: Ava—Bluford—Wynoose.
Drainage: Unnamed, intermittent drainage; Crooked Creek; Kaskaskia River; Mississippi River
Land Use/Ground Cover: Grass and weeds.

Survey Limitations: Most of the buildings and other structures associated with the historic
mine site have been demolished to below grade. The standing structures that remain have
experienced modifications or have deteriorated, thereby compromising their integrity and
making their interpretation difficult in some instances. The latter issue is further
complicated by the lack of a mine map showing the surface complex in detail, with
buildings labeled.
Archaeological and Historical Information
Historical Plats/Atlases/Source:
Glenridge Mine
The Glenridge Mine is located in Junction City in Sandoval Township in west-central
Marion County. The community and industrial development in this area was greatly
influenced by the Illinois Central Railroad. Constructed in 1851-1856, the Illinois
Central spanned the length of the state and at 705.5 miles was the world’s longest railroad
at the time of its completion. Its southern terminus was Cairo at the confluence of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. Moving northward into Marion County, the railroad split
off into two branches. The western branch, called the “main line”, ran straight north
through Bloomington, La Salle-Peru, and Freeport before turning northwest to Dunlieth
on the Mississippi (opposite Dubuque, Iowa), whereas the eastern branch headed in
northeasterly direction to Chicago. The latter division, though referred to as the “branch
line,” ultimately proved the more important of the two on account of its Chicago
connection. In 1853, the Illinois Central platted out the town of Centralia a short distance
south of the junction of its main and branch lines and chose it as the site for one its major
repair shops (see Figure 2). The Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, a major east-west line
connecting East St. Louis and Cincinnati, was built through central Marion County
during this period as well. It intersected the Illinois Central at Sandoval, five miles north
of Centralia.
The Illinois Central shops at Centralia made the first successful conversion of a woodburning locomotive to coal, where soft bituminous Illinois coal was used as the fuel.
Recognizing that wood supplies were dwindling while coal reserves appeared
inexhaustible, the Illinois Central began transitioning its locomotives to coal and by 1861
more than half of the line’s engines were coal-burners. By 1868, the transition to coal
was generally complete. For the next eighty years railroads would be the principal
consumer for the coal industry (Federal Writer’s Project 1983:450-451; Hartley and
Kenney 2006:25).
The first attempt at coal mining in Marion County dates to 1869. In that year a company
was organized with the intention of sinking a coal shaft in Centralia. Lack of funds,
however, caused the venture to be abandoned within a year. Efforts were renewed on
January 25, 1873 when a new group of investors agreed to raise the funds for sinking a
coal shaft on the south end of Centralia. A contract on the shaft was let on May 2 of that
same year. On October 29, 1874 a 7’-thick vein of coal was discovered nearly 600’
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below the surface (Brink and McDonough 1881:221). The mine, named Centralia No. 1,
was considerably deeper than those in western and northern Illinois due to the fact that it
was located near the center of the Illinois coal basin, as opposed to its edges. To first
sink and then operate a mine at this depth required considerable expertise and capital,
which naturally restricted the number of would-be coal operators. Only eleven coal
mines ultimately were opened in Marion County, but these were all shipping mines and
fairly large producers. The local mines so common around places like Belleville and
Peoria were absent in Marion County.
Mining was concentrated in the southwestern part of the county, in Sandoval and
Centralia Townships, and was aligned to the routes of the Illinois Central and the Ohio
and Mississippi Railroads. Centralia was by far the largest mining center, but Sandoval,
Odin, and Central City also had mines (see Figures 4 through 7). Coal mines established
in the county after the opening of Centralia No. 1 1874 fall into two distinct periods:
1883-1892 and 1905-1910 (ISGS 2003:1). The Glenridge Mine dates to the latter period.
On November 15, 1906 a group of local businessmen incorporated the Marion County
Coal Company with the intention of sinking a new coal shaft between Centralia and
Sandoval. Its first president was George L. Pittenger of Centralia, who also was a major
investor in another coal mine in the area. The company soon purchased 514 of real estate
and the coal rights to an additional 2,800 acres. The site selected for the new mine was
located a short distance north of the junction of the Illinois Central Railroad’s main and
branch lines. The contracts for sinking a shaft and building the surface plant were issued
early in 1907, and after some delays the mine was hoisting coal by the late 1908
(Centralia Sentinel 2 November 1933). Officially named Marion County Coal Company
Mine No. 1, the shaft more commonly was called “Glenridge Mine” for reasons
discussed below. One ancillary effect of opening the Glenridge Mine was that oil
deposits were encountered while digging the shaft. This initiated a flurry of oil
exploration in western Marion County, which ultimately culminated in the tapping the
Centralia-Salem field—one of the nation’s most prolific—in 1938 (Turner Publishing
Company 1995:20-22).
The Glenridge Mine is first mentioned in the Annual Coal Report in its 1908 issue under
new mines in Marion County: “The Marion County Coal Company has sunk a shaft,
three miles north of Centralia, the dimensions of this shaft are 10 feet by 14 feet, 600 feet
deep; the thickness of the seam is 7 feet and is No. 6 [Herrin] of the geological section”
(Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics [IBLS] 1908:348). Later coal reports listed the mine’s
depth as 610’ and the coal seam’s thickness as 6’-6.” In the mine’s first year of operation
(1908-1909), it hoisted 51,992 tons of coal and employed fifty men (IBLS 1909:338339). These figures are quite modest compared to later years, when the mine regularly
produced over 300,000 tons per year and employed hundreds of miners. The surface
plant of the mine at this time also was much smaller compared to later years (see Figure
8).
On December 26, 1908, the Marion County Coal Company signed an agreement with the
Glenridge Coal Company of Chicago, whereby the latter would sell the mine’s coal on a
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commission basis. It was from the Chicago firm that the name Glenridge came to be
applied to both the mine and local rail station (Centralia Sentinel 2 November 1933) (see
Figure 10). The mine was large enough and remote enough from existing communities to
encourage the foundation of a new town adjacent to it. Incorporated on May 6, 1912, the
new town was named Junction City, in reference to the railroad junction on its southern
limits. However, when the local post office was established on May 11, 1914 it was
named “Glenridge” (Adams 1968:374, 405).
The Glenridge Mine established a reputation for innovation very early in its history. In
1909, it introduced the use of undercutting machines, being the first coal mine in the area
to do so. Two years later, it installed its first electric locomotive (motor) for underground
haulage (Centralia Sentinel 2 November 1933). The mine also made efforts at improving
the processing of coal. The 1913 coal report provides a lengthy description of recent
improvements at the mine:
The Marion County Coal Company has installed two Goodman electric
breast mining machines, one 10-ton Goodman electric motor, two Herzler
& Henninger self-dumping cages, and built a supply house 20 feet by 40
feet. A radical departure from existing methods of preparing coal was
made during the year by this company in the installation at Junction City
mine, near Centralia, of a Marcus patent picking table screen. This may
be described as a shaking screen which, instead of standing at an incline,
is placed perfectly level. The peculiar motion imparted to this screen
causes the coal to move steadily forward. The screening is done on the
upper deck in the manner usual to shaker screens. A lower deck is
provided on which the material that has passed through the perforations
advances. Valves in the lower deck permit the distribution of sizes to the
various cars. The larger sizes traveling forward on the upper deck at a
speed of about 10 feet per minute. In this way all rock and foreign
material is clearly exposed to view and can be picked out by hand. This is
work which heretofore has been attempted by the trimmers on the cars
with very indifferent results. By means of this Marcus the lump coal can
be as carefully cleansed of foreign matter as the finer sizes can by
washing. The installation of this screen marks a long step forward in the
preparation of the larger sizes of coal (IBLS 1913:215) (see Figure 9).
The following year (1914), the Marion County Coal Company installed a 7.5 H.P. motor,
used to drive a Jeffrey boom loader, and a 25 H.P. motor driving a Jeffrey crusher at its
mine. With these and previous improvements, the 1914 Annual Coal Report was able to
state that, “This company is equipped to load all sizes of coal and thoroughly clean the
same of impurities” (Illinois State Mining Board [ISMB] 1914:207). By 1915, the
Glenridge Mine was ranked first among Marion County mines with 384,048 ton of coal
hoisted and 487 men employed (ISMB 1915:200-201). The mine would maintain this
position for the remainder of its history, though its competition admittedly dwindled over
time.
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A 1914 United States Geological Survey topographic map notes the location of the
Glenridge Mine with a mine symbol but fails to illustrate any buildings associated with
its surface plant. However, this source does show the railroads and spurs lines servicing
the mine. In addition to the Illinois Central, which ran along the eastern side of the mine,
a short connector line from the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad) entered the
mine from the west (see Figure 11).
Production at the Glenridge Mine ramped up during World War I to meet the increased
demand by wartime industry and railroad transportation. Coal production ultimately
topped exceeded half a million tons annually and employment surpassed 500 (see Table
1). The Annual Coal Report indicates several improvements to the mine during this
period. In 1916, for instance, the Marion County Coal Company was reported as having
taken over ownership of a washhouse, 30’x55’ in size, from an unidentified “private
party” (ISMB 1916:205). The location of this washhouse is not clear, but one assumes it
must have been situated in proximity to the mine if it was to be of much convenience to
the miners. In 1918, a 10’ Jeffrey ventilation fan, capable of generating 200,000 cubic
feet of air per foot, was installed at the mine (Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals
[IDMM] 1918:198).
The 1920 census of Junction City lists 461 residents in the town. It is not surprising that
the vast majority of the working population was employed in coal mining. Although the
census simply a provides a generic listing of “Coal Co.” for the miners’ employer, it is
reasonable to assume that most of the miners in Junction City were working at the
Marion County Coal Company’s Glenridge Mine, which at that time had a workforce of
489. The ethnic composition of Junction City was quite diverse at this time, with Central
and Southern Europeans immigrants (Polish, Lithuanians, Austrians, and Italians)
predominating (USBC 1920:6A-10B).
The coal industry experienced a sharp downturn in the 1920s, following on the heels of a
World War-era boom. By1925 production at the Glenridge Mine had slipped to $174,
422 tons, which was 59% less of what had been hoisted only five years before. Many
mines in Southern Illinois closed during this period, but the Glenridge Mine was able to
survive. It did so by becoming more efficient and by diversifying and improving the
quality of its coal. In 1923, a cross conveyor was added, which allowed the mine run
coal to be separated, cleaned, and removed. At the same time, a nut and egg bins were
added for handling coal sold to the local trade (Centralia Sentinel 2 November 1933).
Local coal sales, which had been modest before this, increased in the years that followed,
providing some degree of compensation for the drop in coal shipped by rail. The
Glenridge Mine already was heavily mechanized, but it continued this process by
installing eighteen Jeffrey pit car-loaders in 1925. In April of 1926, a Joy loading
machine was added. The Joy loader proved so satisfactory that six more were soon added
and ultimately replaced the pit-car loaders that had preceded them. In 1929 a coal washer
was added at the mine (Centralia Sentinel 2 November 1933). A selection of historic
photographs relating to the Glenridge Mine from the 1920s and early 1930s are attached
as Figure 12 through 16.
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This mechanization program allowed the Marion County Coal Company to increase
production at the Glenridge Mine while at the same time drastically reducing the number
of employees. In 1930, some 320,565 tons of coal were hoisted even though the work
force, which then numbered 242, was less than half of what it was six years before
(IDMM 1925:228-229; 1930:160-161). While good for the bottom line, the downsizing
at mine had a detrimental impact on Junction City. By 1930, the population of the town
had dropped to 308, one third less than what it had been ten years before. Although the
majority of the working population was still involved in the coal industry, a significant
number were now employed in non-related fields including manufacturing (shoe, range,
and armature works), the railroad, and service industries (USBC 1930:1A-4A).
Table 1
Glenridge Mine:
Statistics for Selected Years between 1909-1963a
YEAR
1909
1910
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1922
1924
1925
1930
1935
1940
1942
1944
1945
1950
1955
1960
1963

PRODUCTIONb
51,992
141,945
390,106
417,307
317,030
405,814
557,458
522,248
402,490
424,060
270,798
339,721
174,422
320,565
272,574
158,923
223,999
392,274
169,460 d
226,531
28,086
28,838
6,398

MINE RANKc

DAYS ACTIVE
OPERATION

3 of 7
----------1 of 4
---------------1 of 3
1 of 3
----------1 of 3
1 of 2
1 of 2
1 of 1
----------1 of 1
1 of 1
1 of 1
1 of 1
1 of 1

185
----------187
---------------217
201
----------179
165
165
153
----------144
212
-----156
22

EMPLOYEES
50
226
422
412
437
399
504
451
518
489
544
517
432
242
251
140
150
154
158
143
-----41
52

a

Data from the Annual Coal Report of Illinois for the years indicated. In general, statistics
are listed at a five-year interval with other years added when either mine-related events
of possible significance are indicated by other data sources or world and national events
of great consequence are known to have occurred.

b

Tons of coal produced.

c

Rank among all coal mines in Marion County, Illinois. Only shipping mines operated in
the county.

d

Tonnage here is the combined production of the Marion County Coal Company and its
successor the Marion County Coal Mining Corporation, Inc.
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The closure of the Odin Mine in 1939 left the Marion County Coal Company as the sole
remaining coal operator in Marion County (ISGS 2003:1). Despite the lack of local
competition, the company had been operating in the red for some time, and by 1940 its
directors faced the unenviable position of closing down the Glenridge Mine. John
Stedelin, the company president, had approached the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
about securing a loan to continue mining operations but his request had been denied.
Options apparently exhausted, the Marion County Coal Company then offered to sell the
Glenridge Mine and its equipment to junk dealers. Alarmed at the prospect of losing
200-plus mining jobs and their salaries, local business interests presented the company
with an alternative proposal involving the purchase of the mine by the miners themselves
to run as a cooperative. The premise of the proposal was that the miners would work
harder than ever if they actually had an ownership stake in the mine. The coal company
agreed to settle the matter by selling the property to the highest bidder. The top bid
among the junk dealers was $32,000. The miners, after contributing their savings and in
some cases mortgaging their homes, were able to scrape together $27,000, part of which
was contributed by Centralia businessmen. Even though the miners came in with the
lower bid, the coal company’s shareholders ultimately opted to sell the Glenridge Mine to
them.1
Under the new ownership, which was titled the Marion County Coal Mining Corporation,
the Glenridge Mine was run as cooperative with the each miner being limited to a
maximum of two shares (Centralia Sentinel 1947). Production at the mine rose again
during World War II, reaching a peak in 1944 with 302,274 tons hoisted. Employment
fluctuated between 140 and 160 miners during the war years. A 1947 newspaper article
reported that 85% of the miners in town worked at the Glenridge Mine, making it very
much a local concern. This same article noted that the mine had contributed $2,480,161
to the local economy in the form of payroll during the seven years it had been run as a
cooperative, thereby fulfilling the hopes of its backers in 1940. At that time, it was
predicted that there was enough coal in the mine to keep it operating for another twenty
years, and a new round of improvements were planned. These improvements included:
new tipple braces, construction of new steps in the escape shaft, the installation of new
fan with a 75 h.p. motor, and the overhaul of the railroad tracks on the property
(Centralia Sentinel 1947). One object at the mine often commented upon was the belt
running between the steam engine and the pump used to draw water out of the mine.
This belt was longest in the world and had required 84,000 steer hides to make (Marion
County Museum) (see Figure 47).
Despite the somewhat rosy outlook present in the 1947 newspaper article, the coal
industry in Illinois was in fact continuing down the path of decline begun twenty years
before. War-time production had provided a brief reprieve to the industry, but this was
followed by another round of mine closings—including some of the largest operations in
the state—in the years immediately following the war. The Glenridge Mine remained
1

The facts presented here concerning the sale of the Glenridge Mine from the incomplete copy of a 1947 newspaper
article, so do not know exactly why the Marion County Coal Company decided to sell the mine to the miners’
cooperative even they initially came in with the lower bid (i.e. whether the miners and their supporters made up the
shortfall, or whether the company went with their lower bid as measure of support for them and the community).
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open but was forced to reduce hours and sometimes not able to make payroll. This
situation would have been impossible to maintain in a corporate mine, but as a
cooperative venture the Glenridge Mine was able to carry on for years. When work or
pay was slow, it quite common for Glenridge miners to work at other mines in the area,
including Centralia Coal Company Mine No. 5 at Wamac. Seven such miners from
Glenridge drove down together to Mine No. 5 on March 25, 1947. That afternoon the
mine was rocked by a massive explosion, claiming the lives of 111 men. Six of seven
Glenridge men were killed in the explosion. The one survivor was Earl Wilkinson, who
later recalled, “I had started for home in my car and suddenly realized I was going home
alone. It made me sick. I had left for work with the Glenridge men, all of whom worked
with me in the mines for years….I was the only one to come home (Harley and Kennry
2006:59-60).
Production and employment at Glenridge dropped sharply in the early 1950s. In 1955,
for example the mine hoisted only 28,086 tons of coal, approximately one-tenth of what it
done in 1950. A similar level of production was reported at the mine in 1960, when
forty-one miners were employed. The mine’s final full year of operation was in 1963,
when a mere 6,398 tons were reported (IDMM 1950:48-49; 1955:62-63; 1960:44-45;
1963:38-39). Later views of the Glenridge Mine in operation are attached as Figures 19
through 21).
The Marion County Coal Mining Corporation finally ceased operations at the Glenridge
Mine in January 1964. Soon after the mine closed, its surface plant was razed.
Photographs of the surface’s plant demolition are attached as Figures 22 through 29. In
later years, the mine site was occupied in succession by a machine shop, a garbage
service, and most recently by a tire recycling firm named Triple T. Trash, (IDNR 2006;
Jerry Gray, pers. comm., 17 June 2009).
Junction City Ice Plant
One of the more interesting features at Glenridge Mine Site is the ruins of an ice plant.
Prior the middle widespread adoption of artificial refrigeration in the middle twentieth
century (particularly post-1945), ice was used for food preservation both within the home
and commercially. In the nineteenth century natural ice typically was used, with blocks
of ice being cut from rivers, lakes, and ponds during the winter and then stored in
insulated ice houses. By circa 1900, methods of artificial ice production had been
developed and ice houses no longer were dependent on seasonal harvesting and proximity
to natural sources. Commercial ice plants became common in larger towns and cities.
One such example was the Centralia Ice and Coal Company (see Figures 31). Water
would be frozen mechanically in block form, and the finished product then deposited in
adjacent ice house for long-term storage. Blocks of ice could be picked up at the plant by
customers or, more commonly, delivered to their doorstep. In the home, the ice chest
served as a precursor to the modern refrigerator, having a small upper cabinet where the
ice was kept and a larger lower cabinet for food and drink.
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Refrigeration also was important for perishable goods shipped by rail. Meat, fruit,
vegetables, dairy products, fish, and seafood all required varying degrees of insulation
and cooling. The first attempts at designing a refrigerated rail car began as early as the
1840s, and this process continued into the latter part of the century before models began
to be standardized. Large meat packers—Swift and Company especially—were
instrumental in spurring the development and widespread use of refrigerated rail cars,
which became known in the trade as “refeers.” Swift actually started its own line of
refrigerated rail cars, a practice later followed by Armour and Company as well as by
fruit grower associations in the South and West (Wikipedia contributors 2009).
Marion County had its own connection to early efforts at perishable rail shipments in
respect to fruit. Fruit production had long been a staple in Southern Illinois, particularly
in the Shawnee Hills whose rugged terrain was more accommodating to orchards than
row crops. The region also enjoyed milder winters than the rest of the state and was less
exposed to early-season frosts. The completion of the Illinois Central Railroad opened a
whole new market for fruit growers in Southern Illinois and production there increased
accordingly.
Orchard products—apples, peaches, and pears—represented the
preponderance of exports, though strawberries also were important initially. Preservation
of the fruit during transport was always a concern. In 1866 horticulturalist Parker Earle
of Cobden (Union County) addressed this problem by shipping strawberries in iced boxes
of his own design on the Illinois Central. This marked the beginning of a new era. In
1868 the “Thunderbolt Express,” the first temperature-controlled fruit train to operate in
the United States, began making regular runs between Centralia and Chicago. The
Illinois Central would operate fruit trains out Southern Illinois for decades afterward
(Federal Writer’s Project 1983:451; Bogart and Thompson 1920:243, 486).
Prior to 1950, most refrigerated rail cars were cooled with ice piled in bunkers located at
ends (and sometimes center) of the car. The wood-bodied refeers used in the late
nineteenth century required re-icing every 250 to 400 miles. Later cars were better
insulated and might only have to be topped off with ice at the beginning and end of their
trip, depending on distance traveled. Block ice was used for many products, but crushed
ice was preferred for meats. Trains were serviced by ice plants and stations built directly
adjacent to the railroad. These facilities typically had icing platforms, running parallel to
the tracks, from which ice could be dumped into the top of the cars (Wikipedia
contributors 2009).
Refrigerated rail cars were serviced both by independent ice plants and railroad-owned
ones. Central Illinois Public Services (CIPS) Company, for instance, built their plant No.
15 adjacent to the Illinois Central Railroad on the southern edge of Centralia (see Figures
32 and 33). This was one of a string of ice plants operated by utility company. A large
independent ice plant also was constructed next to Illinois Central Railroad’s switchyard
at Bluford, Illinois, which serviced the branch line known as Edgewood Cutoff. The
icing platform at this plant was 2,700’ long and one of the longest in the country (see
Figure 34). The Illinois Central, the Burlington, and other railroads also built and
operated their own icing stations (see Figure 35). One of the more notable of these was
built by the Northern Pacific Railroad at Pasco, Washington circa 1915. A large concrete
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structure, the Pasco ice house later was taken over by the Burlington line and remained in
operation until 1973, being the last such facility to operate in the United States (Sellew
1915:308; Tri-City Herald 1973; Washington State Railroads Historical Society) (see
Figures 36 through 38). Diesel-powered, artificial refrigeration for rail cars began to be
widely adopted in the 1950s, and these ultimately supplanted the old ice refeers
(Wikipedia contributors 2009).
We have virtually no primary documentary evidence regarding the Junction City ice
plant. The information that is available primarily comes from oral history relayed by
local residents. The IDNR narrative description for the Glen Ridge Mine Grant Project
indicates that the plant was built “about 1923 and operated as the Glen Ridge Ice and
Coal Co.” The ice plant reportedly drew electrical current from the mine and provided an
alternative source of employment for miners during the slow summer months (IDNR
2006). This timeframe is corroborated by Jack Ostorero, a Junction City resident who
says his father Vic went to work at the ice plant at the age of 18, which would have been
around 1922-1923.2 Vic Ostorero was employed at the ice plant for about three years
before the facility suffered a fire and was closed. He subsequently was hired on at the
Glenridge Mine as a miner and continued working there for the remainder of his career
(Jack Ostorero, pers. comm., 17 June 2009). Sam Wilkinson, who worked at the
Glenridge Mine in the 1950s and early 1960s, also states that the ice plant operated for
about three years before catching on fire. It was his impression that the plant was
constructed by the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad as an icing facility and was
not directly associated with the Glenridge Mine. Wilkinson recalls the ice house as
always being an object of interest, and says that it was not uncommon for mine
employees to sneak in and climb up the ladder on its interior. He also states that the
interior walls of the ice house were lined with a 6”-thickness of cork originally (Sam
Wilkinson, pers. comm., 17 June 2009).
A search was conducted of the Annual Reports of Storage Companies on file at the
Illinois State Archives (Record Group 402.018) looking for any reference to “Glen Ridge
Ice and Coal” or similar name. These records provide data on warehouses (location,
name, number of floors, square footage), cartage (number of horses, trucks, etc.), number
of employees, stock owners, and operating expenses for a variety of storage companies,
including some ice plants. No listings for “Glen Ridge Ice and Coal” (or any variants of
that name) were found for the 1920s period, though it seems clear from the limited
number of ice companies reported that the Annual Reports of Storage Companies are by
no means comprehensive for this industry.
The ice house is not mentioned in any of the Annual Coal Reports. However, the
pronounced increase in the amount of coal consumed at the mine between 1920 and
1925—growing from 10,548 to 18,269 tons—may be a sign of the ice plant’s presence,
relating to an increase demand for electrical production (IDMM 1920:196; 1925:229).
Yet, it is not altogether clear whether these statistics have any relevance considering that

2

The 1930 census lists Vic Ostorero as age 26, which means he would have been age 18 in 1922-1923 (USBC
1930:3A).
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21,900 tons of coal was consumed at the mine in 1930, four years after the ice plant
reportedly ceased operations.
The Junction City ice plant was constructed of reinforced concrete. This choice of
materials indicates considerable investment and intention of permanence on the part of its
builder.
Sellew (1915:308) in Railway Maintenance observes that, “Concrete
construction costs about 20 per cent more than a wooden house. Its principal advantage
is its longer life, but the extra cost does not appear to be warranted for the reason that
changes in the operation of the road may necessitate moving the house before the period
of its natural life has been achieved.” For such as a plant as that at Junction City to be
abandoned after a mere three years of operation suggests that the fire it suffered must
have been quite extensive indeed. Changing markets and rail traffic may also have
influenced the decision to not rebuild.
The ice plant appears in a number of historic photographs taken of the Glenridge Mine
(see Figures 39 and 40). The large ice house stands out very prominently in these
images. To the east of the ice house is a lower structure which is suspected to be where
the ice was produced. These photographs suggest that the fire most likely occurred in the
ice production area of the plant, based on the fact that this area consistently appears to be
lacking a roof. The earliest of the images shows two tall, square-shaped structures rising
above the east side of the plant; these are suspected to be cooling towers. The towers
were removed prior to the circa 1955.
After the Glenridge Mine was dismantled in 1964, the ice house was converted into a
machine works.3 As part of this modification large vehicle doors were added on the north
and south elevations of the ice house (see Figure 41). A steel-frame addition later was
added on the south side of the ice house.
Previously Reported Sites: None.
Previous Surveys: No previous archaeological surveys have been conducted in the project area.
Regional Archaeologist Contacted: No regional archaeologist was contacted.
Investigation Techniques: A pedestrian survey was conducted for the entire area over which
the mine’s surface complex extended. Aboveground structural remains were documented
through digital images and scaled line drawings. Local documentary research was
conducted at the Centralia Public Library and Marion County Museum (Centralia),
looking for historic photographs of the Glenridge Mine and written histories or
recollections of the mine and Junction City. Research also was conducted at the Illinois
State Archives in Springfield and Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville to locate any
historic maps illustrating the surface complex at the mine and to obtain specific mine
improvement and coal production data contained in the Annual Coal Reports. The
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The machine works was operated by an individual whose last name was “Studlin” or “Stedlin” (Jack Ostorero,
pers. comm., 17 June 2009).
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Annual Reports of Storage Companies (Record Group 402.018) at the Illinois State
Archives also were checked.
Several Junction City residents were interviewed concerning their knowledge of the
Glenridge Mine and the ice plant there. Jerry Gray, the current mayor of Junction City,
was interviewed, as were Sam Wilkinson and Jack Ostorero.
Mr. Ostorero, in particular, was fruitful source of information, since his father was
employed at both the ice plant and mine. He also has an excellent collection of
photographs and newspaper articles related to the mine dating from the 1920s up through
its demolition in 1964. This collection represents the best sources we have regarding the
character of the mine’s surface complex and its evolution through time. Mr. Ostorero
graciously allowed a selection of his photographs to be scanned and attached to this
report with the assurance that the report was not for commercial production. He has
requested that these images not be reproduced for any other purposes without his
expressed permission. His contact information is: Jack Ostorero, 1009 Madison Avenue,
Sandoval, IL 62882, (618) 532-4059.
Time Expended: 18 man-hours (in field).
Sites/Features Found: The locations of features documented during the field survey are
identified on a site plan attached as Figure 43. Digital images and line drawings provide
more detailed documentation of individual features. .
Feature 1 is the extant ice house, which is massive structure measuring 79’ square and
standing approximately 53’ tall (see Figures 45 through 57). The ice house is constructed
of reinforced concrete and has large pilasters at the corners and along the walls, which
essentially serve as structural columns. The pilasters at the corners measure 2’-6”x2’-0”,
while those in the intervening wall spaces are 2’ square. Concrete beams run between the
pilasters, being spaced approximately at 16’ intervals. The wall curtains between the
pilasters measure 8” thick. The ice house has a flat concrete roof, which is supported by
a web of concrete beams aligned to the pilasters. The ceiling beams themselves are
supported from below by four large, 16”-diameter steel columns on the interior.
At present, the ice house has wide vehicle doors located opposite one another on the
north and south elevations. Six in all, these vehicle doors were added circa 1964 when
building was converted into a machine works. Railroad tracks—also added circa 1964,
or later—are aligned to each of the opposing doorways. There are two smaller personnel
doors on the east side of the ice house; these too appear to have been cut in, or at least
modified, later on. A small doorway placed higher up on this elevation does appear to be
original to the ice house. This opening perhaps was a chase for mechanical equipment or
possibly served as an ice chute.
On its interior, the ice house consists of a single open room measuring 73’-8” square.
The only obstructions are the four steel columns previously mentioned. There are four
rows of low concrete footings running north-to-south; these are suspected to have
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supported stringers for the original floor system. The original floor was torn out circa
1964, as part of the machine works conversion (Sam Wilkinson, pers. comm., 17 June
2009). The existing concrete floor possibly was poured at this same time. The ceiling
height is approximately 51.’
The interior walls of the ice house originally were insulated with 6” of cork (Sam
Wilkinson, pers. comm., 17 June 2009). The cork has been removed, but evidence of it
remains on the walls, where mortar impressions indicate the use of 2’x3’ panels. The
panels apparently were applied to the walls with mortar, and they may have been further
secured in place by steel brackets attached to the walls at regular intervals, remnants of
which still remain in place.
An extensive network of piping is attached to the ceiling in the ice house. These possibly
are water lines, but might also be refrigeration lines.
Another feature of note on the ceiling is the opening for an elevator. The elevator was
located in the northwest corner of the ice house. Its hoisting equipment was located in a
monitor on top the roof. The Bluford ice house also was equipped with an elevator, and
it was with this that the huge blocks of ice were raised up to the appropriate level as the
ice house was filled. Once filled, the Bluford ice house could hold about twenty-seven
layers of ice blocks, with each layer packed tightly and filling the full extent of the
building (Warren 2006). A similar method likely was followed at the Junction City ice
house.
Feature 2 is large concrete pad that abuts and extends south of the ice house. The pad
measures 70’ (north/south) by 100’ (east/west) and is associated with a metal-frame
addition that was constructed onto the ice house following its conversion to a machine
works. The metal-frame addition was removed quite recently (post 2006).
Feature 3 is a large building complex lying directly east of the ice house, which is
believed to the area in which the ice actually was manufactured (see Figures 58 through
68). The complex, which primarily is constructed of concrete, is in ruins and has no
mechanical equipment remaining; hence its original layout is difficult to decipher
(complicated by the lack of detailed documentary information). The feature can be
described as being divided into five main areas. On the east are three chambers, which
are aligned to one another (north-to-south) but are separated from one another by narrow
walkways. They all have flat concrete roofs supported by tall concrete columns. The
spacing between the columns served as large window openings, originally equipped with
steel-frame sash. The northern and southern of these chambers comparable in size and
composition and are suspected to have served as the bases for the large cooling towers
that show up in the historic image attached as Figure 39. The center chamber is different
from the other two in being slightly narrower and having a solid wall panel on its east
side. This area also has a number of concrete footings within it, as well as cabinet framed
out with asbestos panels; it possibly served as some type of control room.
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On the northwest corner of Feature 3 is large open room with concrete walls. Mortar
impressions suggest that the interior walls of the room originally were faced some type of
material that later was torn out. The room formally was covered by a low-sloped shed
roof, which is gone and appears to have been burned. An exterior doorway on the west
side of the room leads out onto a platform running alongside the building. An interior
doorway on the south opens into the fifth area of the complex, a much larger room
abutting and extending straight south of the one just described. The western and southern
walls of this large room have been demolished down to their foundations, and the interior
is heavily overgrown. The only interior feature discernable at the surface is a concrete
foundation in the northeast corner, which possibly supported mechanical equipment. The
intact eastern and northern walls of this southwest room are concrete.
It is difficult to say with certainty what the northwest and southwest rooms in Feature 4
originally were used for. Based on our knowledge of other ice plants (such as those
illustrated in Figures 33 and 34), however, it is possible that the southwest room served
as the ice production area, while the northwest room functioned as a temporary cold
storage room.
Feature 4 is a group of three large concrete footings lying east of Feature 2 and south of
the Feature 3 (see Figure 69). The footings have threaded tie rods on their top surface,
which suggests that they served as mounts for an engine(s) or other machinery. Their
exact purpose is not known, though given their proximity to the ice house, they likely
were associated with that facility’s operations.
Feature 5 is a shallow, water-filled depression lying on the northeast corner of the mine
site, which has been identified as the settled hoisting shaft (see Figures 70 and 71). After
the mine closed, a variety of material, including old mine equipment and junk vehicles,
was dumped into the shaft in effort to fill or at least cap its 610’ depth (Jerry Gray, pers.
comm., June 17 2009). The shaft reportedly collapsed in the 1970s and was filled with
hay. It presently is settled about 2’ below grade (IDNR 2006). There is no evidence of
the shaft’s lining evident aboveground.
Feature 6 is a raised concrete foundation located immediately west of the hoisting shaft.
This feature is believed to be associated with a hoist engine house. Soil has been piled
around the foundation, obscuring its dimensions (see Figure 72).
Feature 7 is a raised concrete foundation located due west of Feature 6 (see Figure 73).
Little can be discerned from this feature. However, historic photographs indicate that the
mine’s air shaft and fan house were located on this approximate area.
Feature 8 is the foundations an unidentified building lying south of the hoisting shaft (see
Figures 74 and 75). The building was aligned north/south, had concrete perimeter
foundations and frame walls. The floor in the northern half of the building was paved
with concrete, while that on the south was dirt. A wide vehicle doorway was present on
the west side of the building, towards its southern end. Feature 8 is believed to be
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associated with the coal mine but its function is not known. It potentially served as a
workshop or warehouse.
Feature 9 is a set of tall, concrete foundation walls located along the eastern edge of the
mine site (see Figures 76 and 77). There are three walls, each measuring about 8’ tall and
12’ long, the southern of which has buttresses extending off its south side. Between
them, the walls form two distinct bays, which have concrete pads and are accessible from
their east side. Local resident Jack Ostorero indicates that Feature 9 was associated with
a coal storage bin catering to the local trade. Truck would back into the bays and be
filled from above. The bin itself has been removed, but it appears in several of the
historic photographs attached to the report (ref. Figures 20 and 22). One of these images
shows that there originally were four foundation walls and three bays present. The
northern of the walls has been removed.
Feature 10 is the remains of a barn associated with the Glenridge Mine (see Figures 78
through 81). This building has been reduced down to its foundations except for its
northern wall, which has been integrated into a later machine shed (discussed as Feature
11). The barn measured 61’ (north/south) by 36’ (east/west), had concrete foundations,
and rock-faced, concrete block walls with pilasters. A large double door was present on
the north, and this opened onto a central aisle running north to south. Stalls possibly
were located to either side of the aisle. Historic photographs indicate that the barn had a
gambrel roof. The barn was used to stable mules and for hay storage when the Glen
Ridge Mine was in operation. Although the mine was mechanized quite early in its
history, some mules were still being used underground there as late as 1950 (IDMM
1950:49).4 The mules typically were stabled underground while the mine was in
operation (Centralia Sentinel 23 July 1958). They perhaps were brought to the surface
during the off-season. The loft in the barn was used for storing hay.5
Feature 11 is a large shed-roofed, steel-frame machinery building, which abuts the ruins
of the mule barn (see Figure 78). This structure was constructed after the mine was
abandoned and is associated with one of the businesses that later occupied the site.
Feature 12 is a concrete pad with low sidewalls topped by a steel-link fence (see Figure
82). This feature was used as a fuel-storage area by one of the later businesses to occupy
the site (Jerry Gray, pers. comm., 17 June 2009). It is not associated with the Glenridge
Mine.
Feature 13 is an extant one-story, gable-roofed, concrete building on the southern end of
the mine site (see Figures 83 through 89). This building served as a store when the mine
was in operation. Jack Ostorero refers to it as “Niemann’s Store” and states that miners
often went there to eat lunch. The building measures 30’ (north/south) by 70’ (east/west)
and has poured concrete walls with pilasters on three sides. The east wall is frame, and
4

In 1950, the mine had five electric motors and nine mules for underground haulage.

5

Jack Ostorero recalls the hayloft in the barn as being a haven for rats, who grew to be quite large by feeding off
lunch scraps left by miners eating at the nearby store (Jack Ostorero, pers. comm., 17 June 2009).
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historic photograph indicate that this elevation originally had a raised, or “false”,
storefront extending above the roofline. These photographs also indicate that the east
elevation formally faced onto a wide roadway accessing the mine, running parallel to
Madison Avenue (ref. Figure 23). At present, the building has a single room on its
interior. Paint lines and impressions in the concrete floor, however, indicate that the
interior once was divided into two large rooms and two smaller rooms. The eastern of
these rooms measured 28’x35’ and served as the store proper. The second large room
was located on the west end of the building and measured 28’x27’; this likely was used as
a storage room. In between the store and the storage room were two smaller rooms, one
of which likely served as a bathroom (based on the plumbing holes cut into the floor),
while the other perhaps was a closet. As originally constructed, the building had two
doorways, located on the east and west elevations, and the only windows present were
found on the east elevation. A third doorway has since been added on the south
elevation, and two windows have been cut through the concrete walls on the north and
south. A small gable-roofed porch also has been added on the west elevation.
Cultural Material: None collected.
Collection Technique: The field investigation was focused on the documentation of structural
remains, rather than the collection of artifacts.
Curated at: Short-term curation of notes and drawings is at Fever River Research, Springfield.
Long-term curation is at the Illinois State Museum Research and Collections Center,
Springfield.
Area Surveyed (acres and square meters): Approximately 9 acres (36,421 square meters).

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located no archaeological material [in this portion of
the site]; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) does(do) not
meet requirements for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase I archaeological reconnaissance has located archaeological materials; site(s) may meet
requirements for National Register eligibility; further testing is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) does(do) not meet requirements
for National Register eligibility; project clearance is recommended.
Phase II archaeological investigation has indicated that site(s) meet requirements for National
Register eligibility; formal report is pending and a determination of eligibility is
recommended.
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Comments: As with all historical properties assessed within the context of cultural resources
management, the value of the Glenridge Mine Site and its individual structural
components ultimately is determined by their eligibility for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. Eligibility to the National Register is based on four broad
criteria that are defined by the National Park Service and used to guide the evaluation
process. These criteria state that
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association, and
A) that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
B) that are associated with the lives of persons significant to our past; or
C) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method
of construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history (36CFR60.4 Criteria for Evaluation).
A property may quality under one or more the above criteria, provided: 1) that it is
historically significant, through its association with an important historic context; 2) it
retains the historic integrity of those features necessary to convey its significance; and, in
the case of archaeological sites, 3) it offers information that can answer relevant research
questions and fill in gaps in the historical record. Abandoned coal mine sites represent an
atypical category of cultural resource. In order to better assess the significance of these
properties, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources has sponsored “Pick, Shovel,
Wedge, and Sledge”: A Historical Context for Evaluating Coal Mining Resources in
Illinois (Mansberger and Stratton 2005). This report provides the basis by which the
National Register criteria can be applied to coal mine sites in Illinois.
The Glenridge Mine operated from 1908 to 1964 and was what Mansberger and Stratton
(2009:205) have characterized as a Steam-Powered, Mechanized Mine. Although begun
with hand mining methods, the Glenridge Mine quickly mechanized and its management
proved quite willing to adopt new and innovative equipment over the years. The mine
was a trend-setter among coal mines in Marion County, and from circa 1915 onward was
the county’s largest producer. It also was the last mine to operate in the county, having
outlasted its competitors by several decades. One reason the mine was able to operate as
long as it did was due to the fact that it was miner-owned from 1940 onward. This
arrangement, whereby the Glenridge Mine was run by as a cooperative, is a further
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illustration of the innovative spirit at the mine. We do not know exactly how many other
such cooperatives operated in Illinois, but our impression is that they were rare.
Glenridge is the only example personally known of by the authors, though others
certainly may have existed. Given a rare opportunity to control their own fates in a
declining industry (one denied to thousands of other Illinois coal miners), the Glenridge
miners seized it and were able to keep the mine operating for another twenty-three years.
During its over half-century of operation, the Glenridge Mine made a significant
contribution to the development of Junction City. Indeed, Junction City would not have
existed had it not been for the mine, which served as its largest employer and economic
lifeblood for decades. The Glenridge Mine also had an economic impact on the
surrounding region as well, as evidenced by the Centralia business community’s active
support of the miners’ purchase of the mine in 1940.
Much less is known about the ice plant built adjacent to the Glenridge Mine. It
reportedly was constructed in 1923 and operated for about three years before catching
fire and being closed. Accounts vary as to who was responsible for the construction
and/or operation of the facility: one being that it was operated as Glenridge Ice and Coal
Company in association with the mine; and an another that the Chicago, Burlington, and
Quincy Railroad built it. Regardless of the identity of the builder, the ice plant clearly
would have had a symbiotic relationship with the adjacent coal mine (in respect to fuel)
and the rail lines servicing it. The ice plant was large, well-built, and likely engineerdesigned. Given these various factors, the plant is suspected to have served as a railroad
icing facility. Prior to the widespread adoption of artificial refrigeration, icing facilities
played a crucial role in the nation’s food supply, allowing the transportation of perishable
goods over long distances. They also allowed the fruit and vegetable growers in the
Western and Southern United States to obtain the nation-wide reach they enjoy today.
The Junction City ice plant no doubt provided ice to local consumers as well. While long
a local landmark, the ice plant seems to have left little historical imprint on community in
which it is located, however, especially when compared to the Glenridge Mine. This
perhaps is due to the short period that the ice plant was in operation.
Table 2 below provides a guideline for evaluating the National Register eligibility for
abandoned coal mines under Criterion D (archaeology). The placement of the Glenridge
Mine is shown in comparison to other abandoned coal mines evaluated to date by Fever
River Research. The chart is predicated upon the assertion that archaeological integrity
alone does not make a mine site eligible to the National Register under Criterion D. In
addition to having integrity, a property must also provide important information not
otherwise obtained by other sources. National Register eligibility increases in proportion
to integrity and ability to fill relevant data gaps.
Although we lack a map of the Glenridge Mine showing its surface complex in detail, we
know quite much about the site structure and its change through time due to the excellent
collection of photographs in the possession of Mr. Ostorero. Complimenting these
images is the information obtained from the Annual Coal Report and oral history. The
majority of the surface complex has been razed to grade or below grade, and the
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archaeological features that have been identified provide little additional data
contributing to our understanding of the site. The store building (Feature 13) at the mine
site is still extant. However, this building has been significantly remodeled from its
historic appearance. Were it not for the faded advertisements painted on it, one would
doubt that it had once served as a store. Overall the archaeological integrity of the mine
site is poor.
The integrity of the ice plant also is poor overall. This is particularly true of the ice
preparation section of the plant, discussed as Feature 3, a large section of which has been
reduced to foundations. All of the mechanical equipment once present here also has been
removed. The ice house (Feature 1), while having better integrity than the adjoining ice
preparation section, has still experienced considerable remodeling post-1964, thereby
compromising its integrity as well. A key aspect of large ice houses was the lack of
exterior openings, which was intended to prevent loss of cold from the interior. Hence,
the large vehicle doors that have been cut into the Junction City ice house severely
detract from its historic appearance. The interior of the ice house also has been gutted
out. The building did provide basic structural information, which has been recorded
through notes and scales drawings. However, any additional information on the ice plant
will come from documentary sources (possibly trade or engineering magazines) as
opposed to archaeological remains.
Table 2
National Register Assessment Chart for Mines
Evaluated under Criterion D

In summary, we do not consider the Glenridge Mine Site to be National Register
eligible under any of the prescribed criteria. Project clearance of the proposed
undertaking is recommended.
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SURVEY
LIMITS

GLENRIDGE MINE
SITE LIMITS

Figure 1. United States Geological Survey topographical maps illustrating the survey and
site limits for the Glenridge Mine Reclamation Project (USGS Centralia East and Centralia
West Quadrangles 1969, 1970).
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Figure 2. Illinois Central Railroad roundhouse and shops in Centralia, 1854. The Illinois
Central platted Centralia in 1853 and played an important role in the subsequent
development of Marion County (Ross 1992:22).

Figure 3. View of the South Mine, sunk by the Centralia Mining and Manufacturing
Company in 1874. This was the first coal mine to operate in Marion County (Ross
1992:44).
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Figure 4. Postcard views of the mines in Sandoval, located five miles north of Centralia.
Mine No. 1 (TOP) was opened before 1883 and remained in operation until 1919. Mine No.
2 (BOTTOM) operated between 1905 and 1926 (Marion County Historical Society 1999b).
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Figure 5. View of the "Big Four" Mine on the north end of Centralia. Sunk in 1890, this
shaft mine operated until 1913. Its last owner was the Bell and Zoller, one of the largest
coal operators in Southern Illinois.

Figure 6. Centralia Coal Company Mine No. 5 in Wamac, south of Centralia. Opened in
1907, this mine was one of the largest ever to operate in Marion County. An explosion here
on March 25, 1947 killed 111 miners, making it one of the worst mine disasters in Illinois
history. The mine closed the following year.
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Figure 7. Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) map illustrating the extent of coal mining
in Marion County. Mines were concentrated in the southwestern corner of the county and
some of their workings extended into neighboring Clinton County. Key towns have been
labeled. The Glenridge Mine at Junction City is indexed by the ISGS as No. 207 (ISGS
2003).
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Figure 8. Early view of the Glenridge Mine. This photograph was published in a 1958
newspaper article but probably was taken shortly after the mine was opened in 1908. The
surface plant shown here is quite modest compared to what it later would become
(Centralia Sentinel).

Figure 9. Photograph of the Marcus patent picking screen installed in 1913 at the
Glenridge Mine. This was considered an innovative feature at the time (IBLS 1913:216).
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Figure 10. Although formally incorporated as Junction City, the community often was
referred to as “Glenridge,” in reference to the pre-existing railroad station there. The
photograph above shows the Illinois Central Railroad depot (Photograph Courtesy of Jack
Ostorero).
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Figure 11. United States Geological Survey topographic map of the Centralia Quadrangle
showing the Junction City vicinity. The location of the Glenridge Mine is circled in red
(USGS 1914).
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Figure 12. Two views of the Glenridge Mine, possibly taken in the 1920s. (LEFT) View of the north end of the mine site
looking east and showing railroad water tank and smokestack for mine powerhouse, with tipple in background. (RIGHT)
View of the mine tipple and processing plant, looking northeast (Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 13. Group of Glenridge miners, possibly taken in the 1920s (Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 14. Two miners at the Glenridge Mine, circa 1930 (Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 15. The smokestack for the powerhouse at the Glenridge mine was struck by lightening in the 1920s and required
repairing. The two photographs above illustrate the repair activity and crew members involved (Photographs courtesy of
Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 16. Photograph of Glenridge miner Vic Ostorero, his wife, and son circa 1930. Vic
Ostorero worked at the Junction City ice house before going to work at the mine. Jack
Ostorero, shown here as a toddler, provided most of the historic views of the Glenridge
Mine attached to this report. He is still a resident of Junction City (Photograph courtesy of
Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 17. Detail of the 1935 USGS topographical map of the Centralia Quadrangle
showing Junction City, with Glenridge Mine circled. This map shows no additional
cultural features at the mine site added since 1914 (USGS 1935).
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Figure 18. View of the Glenridge Mine in operation, circa 1947. The preparation plant has
is expanded significantly from its 1908 configuration (Centralia Sentinel 1947).

Figure 19. View of the Glenridge Mine middle twentieth century, looking due west
(Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 20. View of the Glenridge Mine in 1955, looking northeast. Ice house appears at far left, store building in center, and
mule barn at far right. The tipple is the background at center (Photograph of Marion County History Museum).
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Figure 21. Underground views of the Glenridge Mine taken during a visit by a local
newspaper reporter circa 1950 (Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 22. Views of the Glenridge Mine prior to its dismantlement. (TOP) Tipple and
preparation plant, with storage bin for local coal sales shown at left. (BOTTOM)
Southern end of mine site showing ice house at right, mine office in center, and mule barn
at left. The store building appears in the background in between the office and barn. Note
false front on the store (Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 23. View of the Glenridge Mine prior to its dismantlement, looking north from a point on the driveway formerly
accessing the mine from the south. The gambrel-roofed structure at right is the mule barn, and to the left of this is the tipple.
The powerhouse and smokestack appears in the background at center. The store building can be seen at far left (Photograph
courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 24. View of the northern end of the mine site during the course of dismantlement,
looking east. The smokestack and powerhouse appear at right with tipple in background.
A railroad water tank is shown at left. This tank was a smaller replacement for a larger
one illustrated in Figure 12 (Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 25. Views of the Glenridge Mine during the course of its dismantlement . (TOP)
Looking southwest from a point immediately north of the mine and showing area around
powerhouse and house-engine house. The ice house appears in background at right.
(BOTTOM) Closer view of the hoist-engine house during the course of dismantlement
(Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 26. Views of the Glenridge Mine prior to its dismantlement, showing hoist engine
(TOP) and air shaft (BOTTOM) (Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 27. Views of the Glenridge Mine during the course of its dismantlement, showing demolition of smokestack and tipple
on fire (Photographs courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 28. (TOP) View of mine tipple and preparation plant on fire. (BOTTOM) View of
hoist engine house on fire (Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 29. Detail of map of the Glenridge Mine, showing the underground workings below
the mine’s surface plant. In contrast to many other mine maps, this source does not
illustrate any surface buildings. The rail net servicing the mine is illustrated however
(Image courtesy of INDR, Abandoned Mine Lands Division).
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ICE HOUSE

Figure 30. Overlay of historic map of the Glenridge Mine over the 1969 USGS topographic
map, showing relationship of buildings at mine site to underground workings. The ice
house is noted (Image courtesy of INDR, Abandoned Mine Lands Division).
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Figure 31. Centralia Cold Storage Company. This facility was located along the Chicago,
Burlington, and Quincy Railroad on the south side of Centralia (Ross 1992:63).
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Figure 32. A 1938 Sanborn map showing Central Illinois Public Service (CIPS)
Company’s ice plant No. 15, located south of Centralia. This map serves as a
representative example of the general layout of a railroad icing facility. A conveyor leads
from the ice plant to a long platform along which refrigerator cars were topped off
(Sanborn 1938).
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Figure 33. Detail of the previous figure, showing the floor plan of CIPS ice plant No. 15.
Note the division of the facility into two main areas: a tank and engine room, where ice was
manufactured; and an ice house, for the storage of ice. Other important features
illustrated are the cooling tower and the ice conveyor (Sanborn 1938).
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Figure 34. A 1950s-era Photograph of the large ice plant at the Illinois Central Railroad’s switchyard at Bluford (Jefferson
County), Illinois. Built in the late 1920s, this facility was run by an independent operator rather than the Illinois Central,
though the railroad was its primary customer. The office and manufacturing plant appears in the foreground, with ice house
behind. The raised structure at right is a covered conveyor for carrying ice to the icing platform, which at 2,700’ was one of
the longest in the United States. The icing platform was destroyed by fire in 1959-1960 (Warren 2006).
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Figure 35. Sectional detail of a frame ice house with cork insulation constructed for the
Illinois Central Railroad. The 2” cork insulation used on this structure was relatively thin
compared to the 6” of insulation used on the Glenridge ice house (Sellew 1915:309).
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Figure 36. A 1920s-era photograph of the Northern Pacific Railroad’s ice house in Pasco,
Washington. This massive concrete structure was constructed circa 1915 and remained in
operation until 1973. The photograph also captures operations on the icing platform
operations. Note the manner in which ice blocks were transported by a chain conveyor
along the platform (Photograph Courtesy of Washington State Railroads Historical
Society).
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Figure 37. Interior of the Pasco ice house in 1973, showing oiling of one of the eight large
compressor engines used in the facility. By this date, the ice house was operated by the
Burlington Northern Railroad and was the last of its kind still running in the United States.
This image and the one following were taken shortly before the ice house closed (Tri-City
Herald 1973a).

Figure 38. Method of moving and cutting ice at Pasco ice house, 1973 (Tri-City Herald
1973b).
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Figure 39. View of the ice plant that was built adjacent to the Glenridge Mine in the early
1920s, looking northeast. Ice was produced in the building at right, which held power and
manufacturing equipment, and stored in the taller ice house at left. The dark towers
shown in the background possibly are cooling towers. This image appears to have been
taken after the plant suffered a fire and was shuttered (note absence of roof on the power
and machinery building.
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Figure 40. View of the Glenridge ice house circa 1964, looking north from Madison
Avenue. Note absence of doors on ice house. This image was taken shortly before the
Glenridge Mine was dismantled. The ruins of the ice manufacturing plant can be seen
between the ice house and the mine smokestack. The mine store building appears at left
(Photograph courtesy of Jack Ostorero).

Figure 41. After the Glenridge Mine was dismantled, the ice house there was converted to
a machine shop, and vehicle doors were added on its north and south sides. The image
above shows work on the northern doors. Note loading platform at left (Photograph
courtesy of Jack Ostorero).
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Figure 42. Aerial photograph of Junction City, showing Glenridge Mine Site (circled) and
surrounding vicinity (USGS 1998).
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Figure 43. Site plan for the Glenridge Mine Site. Survey and site limits are illustrated,
along with features identified.
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Figure 44. General views of terrain surrounding the Glenridge Mine. (TOP) Looking east
towards mine site. (BOTTOM) Looking south towards mine site from present-day city
park, with ice house at right. While the mine was in operation, the area in foreground was
taken up by railroad tracks.
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Figure 45. Exterior views of ice house (Feature 1) at Glenridge Mine, looking southeast
(TOP) and northeast (BOTTOM). The metal roof projecting off the ice house in the lower
image was part with a later addition that recently has been removed. The concrete pas
associated with this addition is discussed as Feature 2.
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Figure 46. Exterior views of ice house (Feature 1) at Glenridge Mine, looking north (TOP)
and northwest (BOTTOM). The monitor on the roof of the ice house is associated with an
elevator. The ruins shown in the foreground in the lower image are associated with the ice
preparation plant (Feature 4).
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Figure 47. Floor plan of the ice house showing original conditions.
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Figure 48. Plan of ice house showing existing conditions.
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Figure 49. Sectional view of the ice house, looking west.
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Figure 50. Construction details of ice house, illustrating pilasters and reinforced concrete.
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Figure 51. Details of vehicle doors on ice house illustrating broken and patched character of concrete at openings. These
doors were added in 1964.
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Figure 52. Interior views of the ice house, looking north (LEFT) and northeast (RIGHT). Note the large steel support posts.
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Figure 53. Interior views of the ice house. (LEFT) Looking into the northeast corner where the elevator formerly was located.
(RIGHT) View of the ceiling showing opening for the elevator leading up to the roof monitor. Also of note is the network of
piping on the ceiling.
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Figure 54. Interior views of the ice house, looking southeast (LEFT) and south (RIGHT).
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Figure 55. (LEFT) General view into the southwest corner of the ice house. (RIGHT) Detail of this same area showing metal
brackets on wall. The rectangular patterns seen on the walls are believed to be impressions of cork panels originally used to
insulate the ice house.
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Figure 56. (RIGHT) Detail of the one wall brackets. These possibly were used to help keep the cork insulation secured.
(RIGHT) View of the ladder present in the center of the north wall of the ice house.
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Figure 57. View of one of the three sets of railroad tracks running through the ice house.
These were installed after the building was converted for use as a machine works.

Figure 58. One of the numerous concrete footings present in the ice house. These are
suspected to have supported stringers for the original floor system.
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Figure 59. Exterior views of ice house, showing east elevation. (LEFT) View of a concrete pad associated with a later (post1964?) addition built alongside the ice house. (RIGHT) View of the upper part of this elevation. The small opening in the
center of the wall may be original. Also note roof monitor.
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Figure 60. Sketch plan of the ice preparation plant (Feature 3) in relationship to ice house
and surrounding features. Feature 3 is not drawn to scale. This plan is intended for
interpretative purpose.
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Figure 61. View of Feature 3, the suspected ice preparation plant on the east side of the ice
house, looking west.

Figure 62. View of the east side of Feature 3, showing the three concrete-posted structures
here. The two on the ends are suspected to have served as bases for cooling towers, while
that in the center functioned as control room of some type.
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Figure 63. (LEFT) Interior view down through the east half of Feature 3, looking north. (LEFT) Detail of the corner of one of
the suspected cooling tower bases, showing possible electrical line attachments.
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Figure 64. Interior views of the suspected control room in the east half of Feature 3, looking east (LEFT) and west (RIGHT).
The concrete footings here likely supported mechanical equipment. There also was a cabinet enclosed in asbestos panels
which appears in the image at left.
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Figure 65. A metal-frame window sash laying adjacent to control room.

Figure 66. Interior view of the room on the northwest corner of Feature 3. The original
function of this room is not knonw, but it possibly served as a temporary ice storage area.
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Figure 67. Interior view of the room in the northwest corner of Feature 3, showing door
opening on the west wall. The door was hung on a track. Also of note is the mortar pattern
on the interior walls, which indicates that the walls were covered with another material
(brick?).

Figure 68. Exterior view of the west wall of the room shown in the previous two figures. A
loading dock ran along this part of the ice preparation plant.
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Figure 69. View of the loading dock running along the northern end of the west side of the
ice preparation plant.

Figure 70. View of Feature 3 looking north and showing the demolished southwest quarter
of the ice preparation plant. It was within this area that the machinery for producing the
ice was located. The footings discussed as Feature 4 appear the foreground.
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Figure 71. Two views of Feature 4. The purpose of these large concrete footings is not
known, but they may have supported engines or some other type of large machinery. The
store building discussed as Feature 13 appears in the background in the lower image.
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Figure 72. General view of area in which main structures associated with the surface plant
of the Glenridge Mine were located, looking east. Very little remains above grade of the air
shaft/fan house, powerhouse, hoist-engine house, tipple, and preparation plant once located
here.

Figure 73. View of Feature 5, a water-filled surface depression on the northwest corner of
the mine site, which represents the infilled hoisting shaft.
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Figure 74. (LEFT) View of Feature 6, the concrete foundations associated with the hoist-engine house, looking southwest. The
ice house and ice preparation plant appear in the background. (RIGHT) Berm of rubble lying between Features 6 and 7.
Much of this rubble likely resulted from the demolition the mine surface complex.
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Figure 75. View of Feature 7, a concrete foundation suspected to be associated with the fan
house at the mine. This view is looking east.

Figure 76. View of Feature 8, looking northeast. This feature is the concrete foundations
of unidentified mine building that possibly functioned as a warehouse or shop.
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Figure 77. View of Feature 8, looking southeast. Note how the southern (or right) half of
the building had a dirt floor while that on the west (left) had a concrete floor.

Figure 78. View of Feature 9, the raised concrete foundations for a coal bin. The coal
stored in the bin catered to local sales and was trucked out. This view looks northeast.
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Figure 79. Another view of Feature 9, looking northwest.

Figure 80. View of Features 10 and 11, looking northeast. Feature 10 is the remains of the
mine mule barn, the front (or north) of which is still extant and has been incorporated into
Feature 11, a steel-frame machinery shed.
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Figure 81. View of the north wall of the mine mule barn (Feature 10), looking north from
the interior of the now-demolished barn. The walls of the barn were constructed of
concrete block but had concrete pilasters (or columns) supporting the roof structure.
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Figure 82. North wall of the mule barn from the interior of Feature 11, showing large entrance door.
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Figure 83. Details of north wall of the mule barn, showing character of rock-faced concrete block and concrete pilasters.
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Figure 84. View of Feature 12, a fuel-storage area constructed by a later occupant of the
mine site.

Figure 85. Exterior view of Feature 13, the former store at the Glenridge Mine, looking
northwest. The east end of the building (shown here with front gable) originally had a
raised “false” storefront. The ice house appears in background.
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Figure 86. Exterior view of the Feature 13 looking southwest.

Figure 87. Exterior view of Feature 13, looking northeast. The gable-fronted entrance
porch shown is a later addition to the building.
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Figure 88. Both the north and south sides of the store building (Feature 13) were painted
with commercial advertisements. That on the north side, shown above, was for “Red Top
Malt Extract.”
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Figure 89. The sign on the south side of the store building, which is shown above, is in
worse shape than that on the north. It was for “Pepsi.”
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Figure 90. Interior view of store building showing paint lines on north wall demarcating
room partitions.
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Figure 91. Floor plan of the extant store building at the GlenridgeMine Site, showing conditions at time of mine’s
dismantlement.
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ILLINOIS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORDING FORM
County: Marion
Field Number:
Quadrangle (7.5'): Centralia West

Site Name: Glen Ridge Mine

Revisit: N
State Site No.: 11MR135

Date Recorded: 2009.07.16

LEGAL DESCRIPTION (to quarter quarter quarter)
Align: NE
Align:
Align:
Align:

1/4s: NWNENE
1/4s:
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1/4s:
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UTM Coordinates (by ISM): UTM Zone: 16
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UTM North: 427153
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Ownership: Private

ENVIRONMENT
Topography: Upland Ridge
Nearest Water Supply: Intermittent
Soil Association: Ava—Bluford—Wynoose

Elevation (in meters): 149
Drainage: Mid Kaskaskia

Description: The site is located on the crest of an upland ridge on the southern edge of Junction City. The terrain at the site is level
and is covered with grass and weeds. An intermittent drainage leading to Crooked Creek borders the eastern side of
the site.

SURVEY
Project Name: Glen Ridge Mine Survey
Ground Cover (List up to 3): Grass
Weeds
Survey Methods (List up to 2): Pedestrian
Site Type (List up to 2): Commercial

Site Area (square meters): 26,432
Visibility (%): 10
Standing Structures: N

SITE CONDITION
Extent of Damage: Moderate
Main Cause of Damage: Vandalism

MATERIAL OBSERVED
Number of Prehistoric Artifacts (count or estimate): 0
Prehistoric Diagnostic Artifacts: 0
Prehistoric Surface Features: N

Number of Historic Artifacts (count or estimate): 0
Historic Diagnostic Artifacts: 0
Historic Surface Features: Y

Description: Several extant structures are present at the site, including a former ice plant complex and a store/restaurant

building. A number of concrete foundations and footings also are visible above grade at the site, including
those associated with a mule barn.

TEMPORAL AFFILIATION (check all that apply)

Colonial (1673-1780):

Prehistoric Unknown:
Paleoindian:
Archaic:
Early Archaic:
Middle Archaic:

Pioneer (1781-1840):
Frontier (1841- 1870):
Early Industrial (1871-1900):
Urban Industrial (1901-1945): Y
Post-War (1946-present): Y

Late Archaic:
Woodland:
Early Woodland:
Middle Woodland:
Late Woodland:

Mississippian:
Upper Mississippian:
Protohistoric:
Historic Native American:
Historic (generic):

Description: The site was developed in 1908 as a coal mine, which remained in operation until 1963. It later was occupied by a
machine shop business, a garbage company, and a tire recycling firm.
Surveyor: F. Mansberger
Site Report by: C. Stratton
IHPA Log No.:
Compliance Status:

Institution: FRR
Institution: FRR

Survey Date: 06/16/2009
Date: 07/13/2009
IHPA First Sur. Doc. No.:

Curation Facility: ISM
NRHP Listing: N
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